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ROUTER FOR OVVO™ CONNECTORS AB181

€1 .063,45 (excl. VAT)

Router specially designed to make grooves for OVVO™ click connections. For easy and quick installation
of panels. This patented model from Virutex is easy to use and delivers very accurate results. The

machine has a powerful 1000W motor with electronic speed control and monitoring. Thanks to this control
system, the speed remains constant, even under load. The machine is very easy to use and makes the

perfect grooves for OVVO™ connections. These joints have a whole range of advantages for any furniture
manufacturer, they are fast, invisible, glueless and can be disassembled again for transport.

Standard delivery with router bit for OVVO™ connector 1240. Bits for other connectors available
separately.

SKU: VIR-AB181
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Router specially designed to make grooves for OVVO™ click connections. For easy and quick installation of
panels. This patented model from Virutex is easy to use and delivers very accurate results. The machine has a
powerful 1000W motor with electronic speed control and monitoring. Thanks to this control system, the speed

remains constant, even under load. Standard delivery with router bit for OVVO™ connector 1240. Router bits for
other connectors available separately.

The machine is equipped with a precision control for the panel thickness of the piece to be milled. The depth of
the groove can also be easily adjusted using the micrometric regulator. In order to mill grooves at an angle,
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there is a 0°-90° protractor. Equipped with automatic stops at 0°, 45° and 90° for quick selection. Finally, the
machine has a quick selection with which the different sizes of the connectors can be set. You do not need any
other tools to make adjustments to the machine. The double anti-slip base protects against scratches on your

panels during working.

OVVO connections

The OVVO® connection system eliminates hours of assembly and makes it possible to transport furniture in flat
packs, saving both time and space. No tools, glue or screws are needed to connect the parts. The OVVO™

system is a jointing solution that allows two parts to be easily connected without using traditional methods.

Invisible, glueless joint

An OVVO™ connection is extremely easy. Place both parts together with the connectors and simply press until
you hear a 'click'. This click indicates that the connection has been made. It is an invisible solution, in which a

perfect connection is formed between the pieces that have been put together by means of an automatic
internal anchoring.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

For OVVO™ connections
Patented design

Perfect grooves for OVVO™ connectors
Powerful motor (1000W)
Electronic speed control

Easy to use

DESCRIPTION

Router specially designed to make grooves for OVVO™ click connections. For easy and quick installation of
panels. This patented model from Virutex is easy to use and delivers very accurate results. The machine has a
powerful 1000W motor with electronic speed control and monitoring. Thanks to this control system, the speed

remains constant, even under load. Standard delivery with router bit for OVVO™ connector 1240. Router bits for
other connectors available separately. The machine is equipped with a precision control for the panel thickness
of the piece to be milled. The depth of the groove can also be easily adjusted using the micrometric regulator.
In order to mill grooves at an angle, there is a 0°-90° protractor. Equipped with automatic stops at 0°, 45° and

90° for quick selection. Finally, the machine has a quick selection with which the different sizes of the
connectors can be set. You do not need any other tools to make adjustments to the machine. The double anti-
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slip base protects against scratches on your panels during working. OVVO connections The OVVO®
connection system eliminates hours of assembly and makes it possible to transport furniture in flat packs,

saving both time and space. No tools, glue or screws are needed to connect the parts. The OVVO™ system is a
jointing solution that allows two parts to be easily connected without using traditional methods. Invisible,

glueless joint An OVVO™ connection is extremely easy. Place both parts together with the connectors and
simply press until you hear a 'click'. This click indicates that the connection has been made. It is an invisible

solution, in which a perfect connection is formed between the pieces that have been put together by means of
an automatic internal anchoring.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 4,7 kg

Input Power 1000W

Collet 8mm

No-load speed 14000-27000rpm


